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I have tuo questions which relate to my status as an intervenor i

in the licensing procedure for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power plant. |

First, hou uill I know when the final environmental impact
!
i

statement (to which I am to respond) has been issued? Uill I be sent 3some sort of notification by either' you or CP & L? j
Second, will you send me cancor mortality statistics appropriate

to thoso areas ubich are impacted by their proximity to operating 2

If your agency does not have these figures for |nuclear pouer plants?
the years since the plants have been in operation, would you tell me g
where I can write for them. jfAs I contemplate my rolo as a responsible
and fair intervenor, I am wondering hou I (or anyone) c5n speak with _ g
any authority about the effect of lou-level radiation being released gi
into the environment ove:: %
statistics to compare plant tb plant.a long period of time unless we have mortality RI feel sure that these figures 5are available, but I do not at this timo know where I can locate them.
If you cannot give me th,ece figures because you don't have them, would $

3you tell me how the utility can make the argument that
cancer rates

uill not oo up appreciably or that intervonors can make the case that
they uill? It seems to me that what is at stake is too important to
omit consideration of comparative data,

m

I appreciate your answers to my questions. E5:

Rospectfully submitted, .c
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